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So, Fixers finally made it on to the cover of  OMS. We nearly put

them on the cover back in early 2010 such was the impact they had

on us even in the early days. We went

along to their gig as a duo at the tiny

Port Mahon upstairs on a rainy night

and reviewed it. You can read it in Issue

9 at www.oxfordmusicscene.co.uk.

They were doing it as a low key one-off

to promote their gig at the Cellar and

were called Fixies just for the night

(wrongly billed in the mag as The

Fixies). They had put me on the guest

list but then decided to let everyone in

free as they didn’t see why some

people should pay and others

shouldn’t – as I pointed out in the review, they wouldn’t

have lasted long as promoters, so I’m glad to see they’re having a

better career as a band! Enjoy reading the feature which starts on P6.

Much love, Stewart & OMS Scene Team xx

SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.OXFORDMUSICSCENE.CO.UK
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Family Machine are back with a brand new single ‘Quiet as a Mouse’ which will be available
for free on 5th March. The band are in the studio recording a new album, the follow up to the
much loved ‘You Are the Family Machine’ from 2008, but are making this available in the interim.
It has already received airplay from Lauren Laverne on 6Music and on BBC Introducing Oxford.
The track, which features the lush vocals of Anna Wheatley from We Aeronauts and a video
from Anyone Can Play Guitar director Jon Spira, will be available as sheet music and a free
download. Go to www.youarethefamilymachine.com for details of the release.

The Oxford Jazz Festival returns to various venues on 1 to 7 April. The headliners this year are
from all around the world (last year’s event focused on British jazz) – US artist Michael Janisch
will be at the Oxford Playhouse, New Orleans Trumpeter Abram Wilson is at the Randolph Hotel
Ballroom, with Swede Cecilia Stalin playing in the Ashmolean Dining Room. They have added
a Fringe-style event too on the evenings of 1 to 5 April. Watch out for lineup developments and
full programme at www.oxfordjazzfestival.com

Smilex are to celebrate 10 years in the business of show with a night at the Jericho Tavern.
Lee Christian, frontman for the Oxford band has been talking to OMS about their first gig and
what’s kept them together all that time. Of their first ever gig, Lee said “We supported Caliber
(Quickfix Recordings first signing). It was at the Wheatsheaf - we launched our first EP ‘Beg
For It’ that night in handmade PVC sleeves. It was crazy – I jumped off Tom’s amp and kicked
him in the back of the head – he thought people were throwing things at us. It was rammed –
all the people from Truck, Rock of Travolta and Meanwhile Back in Communist Russia were
there.” We also asked Lee what has kept them going over all these years – “We never formed
to get famous or rich so not achieving that does not send us panicking into breaking up or
forming a new band like some people. Also there is also a fresh supply of rubbish bands and
shit life situations to rile against. It sounds vom-worthy but we are genuinely good friends –
we’ve been through a lot as people”. The gig is at the Jericho Tavern on Friday 2nd March – Deer
Chicago and Cellar Family support.

Up and coming local singer/songwriter Lewis Watson (19) has a new EP out in April called ‘It’s
Got Four Sad Songs On It btw’. It’ll be available as a physical release and a download from
www.lewiswatsonmusic.com. Tracks are ‘What About Today?’, ‘Windows’, ‘Bones’ and
‘Nothing’. Lewis has been racking up an unprecedented number of hits for his YouTube
videos – he’s also appeared recently on the tastemaking SB.TV (rapping!) with his cover of
Kanye West’s ‘Slow Jamz’. He’ll be supporting Dick Valentine from Electric 6 at the O2 Academy
on 18 May.

The deadline is approaching for artists wanting to put on shows at Oxfringe this year. The
window closes at 12.00 pm on Tuesday 28 February. There are options with one and two performances
and artists must organise venues, marketing and ticket sales themselves – though your show
becomes an Oxfringe event. For more details go to oxfringe.com/performer-info/. 

news We’d love to hear from you – just do a search on Facebook for Oxfordshire Music Scene and
join our group, or drop us a line to music@6sensemedia.com. We are looking for people to
help us out – distributors, stockists, writers and photographers are always welcome round
here… Send news on gigs, clubs, tours, releases & updates to music@6sensemedia.com

OXDOX – the international
documentary film festival which
has been going on annually in
Oxford since 2002, will have
an increased programme of
music this year. It is the 10th
Anniversary and there will be
various music film premieres
and screenings – watch the
programme closely as there
could be some early showings of
future favourites – Oil City Con-
fidential was shown in 2010.
Screenings will be followed by
Q&As with the directors, with
live events to run at venues
around the city. They are also
holding a forum at the Holywell
Music Rooms on 22nd May
bringing together prominent
figures in the industry to
discuss key issues like
distribution, copyright and
piracy. The festival runs 27 April
to 25 May. Visit www.oxdox.com
for details.

Collectors of old vinyl gems
ought to check out Footprints,
a second hand record and
pop memorabilia shop in, of
all places, Burford. They are
only open Friday and Saturday
evenings and they stock masses
of second hand records from
rock, folk, metal, dance,
hip hop… everything from
78s, limited editions, 50s to
modern day. They buy record
collections too – email Kevin
at footprintsvinyl@yahoo.co.uk,
call in at 134b High Street,
Burford, OX18 4QU or ring them
01993 822 249

Y Not, the new organisers of
Truck Festival, which is to
continue after going into
liquidation after last year’s

event, have been speaking
about how a chance meeting
with Robin Bennett lead to them
taking over the festival. Ralph
Broadbent from Y Not, said in a
statement – “Robin came to Y
Not a few years ago and played
– that was where we first met.
We’d heard about the bad news
with Truck and then bumped
into Robin at the UK Festival
Awards. We met the next day
and over breakfast it became
clear that there might be a way
to save this great event.” Early
Bird tickets for Truck, which
happens over the weekend of 20
and 21 July have gone on sale
now. General sale tickets will be
£69 – a drastic cut on last
year’s prices which many fans
will welcome, a sign that
the festival is indeed going
back to the approach of the
early years. Truckers will also be
glad to hear that the Barn
Stage, for many, the essence of
what a Truck weekend is all
about, is to make a return. Look
out for lineup announcements
at www.truckfestival.com

Kill Murray, the new Oxford band
fronted by Gus Rogers formerly
of Dial F for Frankenstein,
have released their first single
‘Lasers’ and you can pick it up
(ie suck it into your hardrive)
for free now at their bandcamp
site killmurray.bandcamp.com.
The band comprises Scott, also
from Dial F, Aaron (Phantom
Theory) and Chris from 50ft
Panda. See live review on P24.
Gus’s new club/electronic side
project Unpunished Monsters is
picking up some attention too –
hear his Kill Murray remix and
new EP at soundcloud.com/
unpunishedmonsters

Witney power pop trio Black Hats release a new single ‘Kick in the Doors’ in April – a taster for
their mini album ‘Austerity for the Hoi Polloi’. The single was produced by Sam Williams and
they have a launch show for it at the Jericho Tavern on 17 March – first 15 people through the
door on the night get a free copy – special advance copies will be available to buy too.  

Upstairs, the Oxford bands’ showcase at the O2 Academy which is run in conjunction with
BBC Introducing returns to action on March 17 and then April 21 & May 19. Lineups will be
announced soon – watch out for Twitter and Facebook updates. Local bands wishing to play
should email supports@o2academyoxford.co.uk
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Old Skool Academy is a proper nostalgic trip back to the late 80s/early 90s rave scene. DJs
Marty P from Prism, Invisible Man, Oldskool Jezza and Danny Rose will be dusting off some real
classics, and appearing live on the night will be some of the biggest names from back in the
day – Shades of Rhythm (‘Exorcist’, ‘Sweet Sensation’) and Liquid (‘Sweet Harmony’). MCs Faze
& Osprey will be stirring it all up on the mic too. It’s on 23rd March at the O2 Academy Oxford.

Wordplay, Geenee, Kid Fury & Sultan’s weekly jam at the Cellar, whose name has become
synonymous with rap in Oxford, has come to an end. Since 2009 they’ve been bringing to
town some of the coolest names in the business. They are stopping the club nights but will
concentrate on their website and blog www.wordplayuk.co.uk

The Iration Steppas, the Leeds-
based soundsystem (pictured),
who rocked the Freerange/
Outlook launch party at the
Cellar in February are back
in Oxford, also at the Cellar
on Friday 30 March. Read
Sensible Dancehall’s rundown
of all the dub/reggae events in
Oxford on P11 of this issue.

Progressively Less Elephant’s next nights are Fridays – 23 March, 20 April, 18 May and 15 June.
Expect to hear everything from the latest indie/dance sounds to Motown classics – whatever
rocks the floor. The nights happen at Baby Love Bar at 3 King Edward St, Oxford OX1 4HS. Read
DJs Andrew and James’ opinions on the latest national releases on P28 in this issue and
current Top 10 elsewhere on the page.

Closer Top 10
1 Virgo Four – It’s A Crime
(Caribou remix)

2 KiNK – Existence

3 Cassius – The Sound Of
Violence (Franco Cinelli
remix)

4 Moodymann – It’s 2 Late 4
U And Me

5 Marcin Czubala – Won’t
Let You

6 Frivolous – C:\My
Consciousness

7 Inxec & Droog – Unhinged

8 David August – Roco Coco

9 Trentemøller – Shades Of
Marble (Trentemøller remix)

10 Levon Vincent – Man Or
Mistress

Next Closer on 2 March at
Baby Simple

Progressively Less
Elephant Top 10
1 Frankie Valli – The Night

2 Jackie Wilson – (Your Love)
Keeps Lifting Me Higher

3 The Monks – Oh, How To
Do Now

4 Toro y Moi – Still Sound

5 The Rapture – How Deep Is
Your Love?

6 Marvin Gaye – Got To Give
It Up

7 Edwyn Collins – A Girl
Like You

8 Pulp – Lipgloss

9 The Seeds – Pushin’
Too Hard

10 M83 – Kim And Jessie

PLE is monthly at Baby
Love Bar

In the wake of the Regal ceasing to hold club nights, we’ve been receiving details of some of
their clubs moving to the O2 Academy. Warehouse, one of the biggest student tear-ups in the
city will happen at the Academy three times a month now, while Hospitality, the drum’n’bass
club, will also move there for their twice a year nights – next one is 24 February with double
album launches from High Contrast and Logistics.

One of the oddest videos you’ll see this year, or any other year for that matter, belongs to BG
Records rapper N-Zyme (Daniel O’dong) for his track ‘Crow’, which you can see now on YouTube.
The video features N-Zyme whizzing around Longwall Street in Oxford in a deerstalker with a
cane and spitting his rhymes… on a punt! The track is produced by Zahra Tehrani with Andy
from Death of HiFi providing the scratches. Download for free at the BG Records Bandcamp site
bgrecords.bandcamp.com/track/crow

The Hodgepodge Festival returns for a third year at the Crawley Inn in Crawley near Witney. It’s
a three-day event from 1 to 3 June, with DJs and live acts playing everything from trip hop, punk
and ska to gabba and hard dance. Acts confirmed are: Shitmat (Planet Mu), Ghost, Funktional
Society, Vienna Ditto, Oozat and lots lots more. Tickets are £20 from We Got Tickets. They also
have a fundraiser/warm-up at the Bullingdon on 10 March with Knights of Mentis, The Rooftops,
Legoman and Funktional Society.



It was quite a year last
year – what have been
the highlights?
Jack: Jeez, it was a pretty

intense year – we haven’t

really paused to reflect yet.

Spending a month at RAK

studios working on the

album was the big one. I

think the notion of  being

in an alien environment

and drip feeding ourselves

pieces of  our life back in

Oxford over a period of

time became the overall

concept of  the record.

RAK is beautiful because

it’s not overtly clustered;

there were only twenty

people in the entire

building at one time.

Mastering the album at

Abbey Road, the studio,

seemed more hectic. I

think I’d find it hard to

relax and fully immerse

myself  in my project there.

Around about half  way

through the recording

process, we had all

abandoned our clothes and

had adopted brightly-

coloured kaftans instead,

we had no house lights on

either – just oil projectors.

In terms of  performance,

it’s tougher to gauge. Some

of  the most overwhelming

shows for us haven’t

necessarily been the best

performance wise. Reading

Festival was a highlight, as

was Truck Festival. I think

my personal favourite

performance of  the year

was at The Green Door

Store in Brighton – it is

such a cool venue. It’s this

perfect cross-pollination of

a pop-up venue and a

warehouse space. It has

a warmer feel to it

though, more nurtured

and steeped in the prospect

of  longevity.

How has it been getting
the album together?
Jack: Once the album was

finished it felt sacred – it

couldn’t be touched. In

that sense, having the

opportunity to record it

several months before

release was a blessing in

disguise. It’s taken me

months to realise that

nothing is sacred and the

notion of  alternative

interpretation is so

fundamental, post-

completion. We have

contorted and manipulated

the tracks so much in the

last month, it has become

this different beast. I love

it – it feels like a journey. It

begins, reaches a summit

and then begins this big

descent into a rather naive

and forbidding conclusion.

Is it all new recordings
or have you used some
older stuff?
All of  the tracks are newly

recorded. Some of  them

have been live favourites

since we started

performing together and

some of  them were

written and learnt as we

recorded them.

How has it been dealing
with the record company?
Jack: Initially, I found it so

hard to comprehend

staggering releases. I knew

labels did it and artists

adhered to it but I think we

are a very forward thinking

band and we evolve at such

a rate that staggering

releases became very

antagonising for us.

However, it feels rather

gratifying now. We have

got to this point of  catch-

up where everything has

synced and we are finally

within the capacity to

play anything we want

from our current

repertoire. It feels exciting

again, like when we first

started playing together.

Have you had to leave any
songs off?
Jack: Having the luxury of

being able to sit with our

album for a few months,

we decided to omit two

tracks and rearrange a few

things here and there.

There is a track called

‘Bumblebees & Their

Ways’ which was a long

instrumental that tagged

on the end of  another

track. In its essence it was a

Phil Spector/Pet Sounds

homage but with a much

more live feel to it. We did

two live takes, each of  us

playing different

instruments on either

take. We then simply

took the two takes and

panned them hard left

and hard right – it sounded

incredible. There was

also a track titled ‘Black

Gold’ which we are

currently including in

our live set – that got

omitted too. That was a
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touring with kaiser chiefs,
debut album ‘we’ll be the
moon’ set for release and
their own headline tour of
the uk coming soon. bets
are off on it being a good
year for…

fixers

jack: “it was a great night – i kicked azealia
banks in the ass, ran away and drank the
most expensive shot of malt whisky i have
ever come across in my life.”
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very tough call, we were in

love with the track but it

felt out of  place.

What’s the plans for
touring this year – are you
going to bigger venues
than the last tour?
Jack: We are currently on

tour with The Kaiser

Chiefs. The venues are

between 3,000 to 5,000

capacity. The first night

was rather nerve-racking.

We are playing a brand

new set too – it feels fresh

and exciting. For the first

time ever, we have learnt

every single song we have

written. We can swap

between songs and

manipulate setlists in much

more flexible manner.

After The Kaiser Chiefs

tour we are heading out as

special guests with

Summercamp – it’s just a

guy and girl who make this

beautiful, nostalgic,

Americanised, candy-pop

dance music. Following

that, it’s our headline

album tour. It is a pretty

daunting thought – every

venue is nearly twice the

capacity as on our last

headline tour. I get

nervous just thinking

about it. Touch wood.

Which town outside Oxford
is a favourite?
Jack: I love Brighton –

we have always had great

shows in Brighton. We are

heading to Folkestone with

The Kaiser Chiefs too

which holds a special

nostalgia with me – I don’t

think I’ve been there

since I was a kid. I got the

worse sunburn ever in

Folkestone when I was

about ten. The venue we

are playing at is built into a

cliff  – it overlooks the sea –

I can’t wait.

What’s been your best gig
so far?
Jack: It is a tough call but

I’d have to say The

Paradiso, Amsterdam.

The venue was a beautiful,

renovated church – it was

huge. The show was

rammed – everyone was

going nuts and we really

felt relaxed. It was a great

night – I kicked Azealia

Banks in the ass, ran away

and drank the most

expensive shot of  malt

whisky I have ever come

across in my life.

Any special plans for the
live show on the tour?
We have a big mechanical

onstage mascot named

Eddie.

What’s on a typical Fixers
rider these days?
Jack: We have tried to

keep it as healthy as

possible, minus the

inclusion of  copious

amounts of  alcohol.

Sometimes if  you don’t

get your rider it can be

a blessing in disguise –

it’s very easy to get fat

on tour.

You’re doing back to back
tours now – it’s quite a
jump in workload.
Jack: We literally live and

breathe this band – it’s

what we have all wanted to

do for so long. I think that

attitude, along with the

constant workload, means

that time for reflection is

minimal – I think that is

healthy though,

concentrate on the now.

How do you keep your feet
on the ground when
everything seems to be
moving so quickly?
Jack: I listen to lots of  new

music. I do all of  our social

networking too – we

always interact with fans

online. Those kinds of

things become part of  the

fun too. We are either out

on the road, recording, or I

am working on artworks,

demos or our social

networking sites. I am a bit

of  a poindexter [nerd] – I

love doing that shit.

Are you all well behaved
or out living it large?
Jack: We are all pretty well

behaved to be honest. Lots

of  herbal teas and barking

nutritional information to

each other. I never drink

before a show but

sometimes you naturally

gauge your surroundings

and relax a little. If  you’re in

Hamburg for the evening,

on The Reeperbahn, it

would be foolish to go

straight back to your hotel

and sleep. Saying that, I

think that’s what I did.

Which acts stand out for
you in Oxford at the
moment?
Jack: I am looking

forward to both the Totally

Enormous Extinct

Dinosaurs record and the

Chad Valley one. I love Beta

Blocker & the Body Clock

too – they are a candy-pop/

noise two piece. It’s like the

bastard cross-pollination of

Pavement, The Dixie Cups

and Glenn Branca.

Anything on the schedule
that you’re especially
looking forward to at the
moment?
Jack: Dinner with my

girlfriend. 

( Jack Goldstein talking to

Stewart Garden)

fixers’ debut album
‘we’ll be the moon’ is

released on 14 may. they
headline o2 academy,

oxford on 17 may
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bbc introducing
oxford
with
show producer sam king

It’s been a busy start to the year at BBC Introducing in

Oxford, and we’ve started off  with some great

interviews. Since the year dawned we’ve discovered the

secret to Lewis Watson attracting over 1 million views

on YouTube, learnt about Shakespeare with My Grey

Horse, and figured out how to acquire a physique as

impressive as one of  Oxford’s finest rappers, Zuby

(unfortunately, you have to start young).

The highlight of  January for us was, of  course, the

BBC Introducing Masterclasses, which were held at the

legendary Abbey Road and Maida Vale studios. We sent

Deer Chicago, Secret Rivals, Half  Decent and The

Yarns down to pick up some advice from industry

experts and some legendary musicians, including the

likes of  Friendly Fires, Trent Reznor of  Nine Inch Nails

and Frank Turner. All of  the sessions are available to

watch online at bbc.co.uk/introducing – if  you’re

thinking about taking your band seriously, I highly

recommend you check it out.

Due to the increased awareness of  Introducing from

the Masterclasses, we’ve had a huge increase in the

amount of  music we’re getting sent, and as a result are

playing more new bands than ever before.  The likes of

Gem’N’I, Colour Change For Camouflage, Will

Samson and North Bay are just a few among many to

get their first ever plays on the show.

It’s been a good month for new projects from musicians

already involved in the local music scene, too. Recently

we’ve played Robots With Souls, the side project from

Phantom Theory’s noise making machine Steve Wilson;

Ollie from the recently disbanded ute has been working

hard on his new project Old Grinding Young with

increasingly impressive results; and we had Gus Rogers,

formerly of  Dial F For Frankenstein, come in to discuss

not one but two new projects of  his – make sure you

check out Unpunished Monsters and Kill Murray.

If  you’re making music and you’d like it played on the

show, head to www.bbc.co.uk/introducing and upload

your songs. Hear BBC Introducing in Oxford every

Sunday, 9–10pm on 95.2fm or online at

www.bbc.co.uk/oxford. It’s also available as listen again

on the iPlayer, or you can subscribe to the podcast via

iTunes. Or if  you have any music news you’d like

included in the show, email me at sam.king@bbc.co.uk

the reggae &
dub rundown
with
sensible dancehall
It’s so refreshing to see reggae, dub and dancehall

promoters making a real push with their live shows and

DJ nights. The first few weeks of  the year are

notoriously hard, with money tight coupled with the

despicable notion of  ‘dry January’, but that didn’t stop

our local teams. Already we’ve seen Skylarkin host

DJ Derek and The Drop, with his monthly night in the

Cellar on the first Friday of  the month continuing to

be a resounding success. Continuing to push roots

reggae out of  east Oxford, the Natty Hi-Fi crew have

already niced up the Black Swan, the Bully and the

Chester Arms in the first six weeks of  2012, with more

to come as the year progresses. Elsewhere, the House

of  Roots promoters have just had Mungo’s Hi-Fi to

tear down the Bullingdon Arms, whilst Free Range

dabbled in dub/reggae by inviting Channel One

Soundsystem to play their Outlook Festival launch.

As if  that wasn’t enough, after the success at the end

of  last year, we launched our very own ‘Lord ‘av Mercy’

free monthly residency at The Library on Cowley

Road. Taking place on the last Friday of  every month,

January’s session was a total success, with reggae and

dub vibes early on, moving into dancehall and soca as

the night progresses.

Later this month (Saturday 25th February) sees the

country’s leading dancehall DJs make their Oxford

debut, with The Heatwave playing down in the Cellar

for the Extracurricular crew. This is one not to be

missed. February also sees the return of  Foundation

Fridays at the East Oxford Community Centre.

Open until 3am, it’s a welcome Red Stripe haven for

post-Lord ‘av Mercy shenanigans (Friday 24 February).

Looking to March, the legendary Iration Steppas

return from touring South America to play the Cellar

(Friday 30 March), whilst the weekend before sees the

promoters that brought David Rodigan to the Bully

in November return with late-70s British reggae

band Tradition (presented by Paul Dawkins) on

Saturday 24 March.

For news and previews from everything that’s happening

in dub, reggae and dancehall across Oxford and beyond,

make sure you check out www.sensibledancehall.com.

KILL MURRAY

student
club focus
with
dan & ilan from edms
The last few years have been excellent for UK

underground music, with an atmosphere of  excitement

and creative experimentation that has been very

reminiscent of  the 90s underground scene. The

resurgence of  house and techno influences back into

British clubs, perhaps a reaction to the meteoric rise

and later homogenisation of  dubstep, has been felt

nowhere more so than Oxford.

For a university town, the clubbing scene naturally

revolves around its students. This means that nights

are affordable and frequent, with something for the

discerning music fan never more than a few days away.

The long-running success of  nights such as

Freerange, Simple and HQ confirm an established

demand for the creative output of  the UK

underground music scene whereas the success of

new nights such as Closer prove it to be a growing one.

While promoters collectively offer a huge range of

nights with everything from electro-swing to techno to

drum and bass, venues such as The Cellar and Baby

Simple have provided a certain intimacy to the scene

that has helped develop a tight-knit community of

like-minded people.

At Oxford Brookes University the Electronic Dance

Music Society (EDMS) caters for those students that

want to get involved in this friendly, diverse scene,

meet like-minded people and have a real clubbing

experience. The society offers its members discounts to

the best nights out in Oxford, weekly news, podcasts

and the chance to visit clubs further afield such as

Fabric in London.

EDMS this year have teamed up

with the party tour de force that is Get

Your Geek On and Simple to start

Output, a celebration of  house and

techno that occurs every other Thursday

at The Cellar Bar. With several heavy

hitters such as Foals, Kommune1 and

Wolf  Music as guests recently, Output

promises to be on the lips of  everyone in the know.

Get in touch with EDMS at edms.brookes@

groups.facebook.com
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When did the Punt start?
The first Punt was in April

1997. It was a sort of  taster

event for Radio 1 Sound

City, which came to town

in October that year. The

idea was loosely based on

the Camden Crawl, which

had just started out, except

it was just to showcase the

best local acts around.

Dustball, who later became

Dive Dive, played, as did

Dubwiser, who are

probably the only band on

the bill who still exist.

You’ve had a bit of a
hiatus, why was that and
what prompted you to
start it again?
Basically there simply

weren’t enough venues in

the city centre to make it

worthwhile last year. The

venue situation has always

been precarious beyond

the staples of  the Cellar and

The Wheatsheaf. Luckily

we’ve got The Duke’s Cut

on board, which is run by

James Knox who also runs

a lot of  the local venues

and festival security, so he’s

very pro-music and he put

me in touch with The

Junction, which is owned

by Glee, and they’re very

keen to get live music

going there. After each

Punt I always say ‘never

again’ but then there’s

always so many good new

local bands coming

through I feel I just have to

do it one last time.

Any standout moments
from previous ones?
So many – Young Knives’

Punt set 10 years ago really

broke the band into the

local scene and was a

superb performance. We’ve

had the likes of  Stornoway

and Fixers on before they

broke through and Yannis

and Jack from Foals’ first

band Elizabeth played one

year – they were

astonishing. Nothing like

Foals are now but the

talent even back when they

were just 15 was

breathtaking. Possibly my

favourite Punt set ever was

The Evenings at The Jam

Factory – they just blew

the place apart – a full-on

rave with dancing girls and

everything. The Original

Rabbit Foot Spasm Band’s

closing set three years ago

was pretty spectacular too.

To see so many cool pop

kids dancing on stage with

an old 1930s-style jazz

band was something

special – that band could

start a party in a morgue.

Anybody played that’s gone
on to great things (include
people who have gone on
to different bands too)?
Young Knives, Stornoway

and Fixers all got early

exposure at the Punt, as

did the likes of  A Silent Film

and Little Fish, while pre-

Foals Yannis and Jack played

as Elizabeth and Hugo

Manuel from Jonquil and

Chad Valley played with

his first band The Modern.

Which venues did you
use for the first one and
where have you chosen
for this one?
The first one was far more

spread out over town, with

The Point and The Elm

Tree on Cowley Road

involved, as well as The

Dolly (now the Cellar),

The Fuggle & Firkin and

Po Na Na involved. In the

past we’ve used places as

diverse as Northgate Hall,

The Jam Factory, Thirst

Lodge, The Market Tavern

(now Wagamama),

Malmaison’s rather plush

cocktail bar and QI. The

Wheatsheaf  and The

Cellar are Punt staples –

both brilliant little venues –

while The Purple Turtle is

always a great place to

revisit each year as it’s not

on the regular gig circuit.

Anyone you’ve regretted
not putting on and
conversely, anyone you
wish you hadn’t put on?
I guess it’s a shame The

Rock Of  Travolta have

never played the Punt but

around the time they were

right for it they lost their

drummer. Pretty much

anyone who’s come up

through the scene over the

past 15 years has played in

some form or other.

Obviously the majority of

bands who have played the

Punt, as with the majority

of  bands in the world at

large, never go on to

greater things, but for me,

they all had something

special about them to be

picked in the first place, so

I wouldn’t change a thing,

not even Clanky Robo

Gobjobs. Particularly

Clanky Robo Gobjobs. 

wednesday 16 may:
five venues, 20 acts.

tickets available for each
venue. all-venue passes
£8, on sale now from

truck store or online at
oxfordmusic.net

Gunning For Tamar

have signed to Oxford

independent label

Alcopop! Records and

release their new single

‘Time Trophies’ in

March – on a watch!

The band told us how

it all came about. “The

last year was pretty ace –

we sold out the first

pressing of  our debut

EP ‘Deaf  Cow Motel’,

DIY toured the UK a

few times, toured

Germany, played some

festivals, and played with

some amazing bands.

When we were thinking of

how to do the physical

release for the single we

had the idea of  putting

it out on a watch with

a download code for

the tracks on each one;

Jack Clothier (Alcopop!

founder) is the master

at putting out music

in interesting and cool

ways so we knew if

anyone could make a

watch release work it

would be him.”

In many ways they seem

to have found the perfect

record label to match their

ambitions. We asked them

how it felt to be working

with Alcopop! and what

the recording process for

‘Time Trophies’ was:

“Jack Alcopop! is the

coolest guy without a

doubt and his roster is

dangerously good [see: ute,

Jumping Ships, Johnny

Foreigner, The Family

Machine], so we really

wanted to be part of  the

family. We recorded the

tracks with Forward Russia!

hero-turned-production-

badass Tom Woodhead in

a beautiful studio in Wales

called Giant Wafer.”

Indeed, working in these

comfortable conditions

seems to have done the

band a world of  good

but has it changed the

band’s sound?

“The new songs

definitely have our

sound but we like to try

different things to keep it

interesting and exciting.

Ideally, every new song

should feel like it’s better

than the last so that’s what

we aim for. We used

a grand piano in one of

the tracks which we’ve

never done before so that

was cool, we almost felt

like proper musicians…”

Gunning for Tamar have

already been heralded as

ones to watch for 2012 by

taste-makers Rock Sound

magazine, and from

listening to ‘Time Trophies’

it’s not hard to see what all

the fuss is about. But there’s

no chance of  this praise

going to the band’s head.

“We believe in the music

we make, so it’s always

cool when other people

get it and want to support

the stuff  you do – I don’t

think we’ll ever stop being

grateful for that.” 

‘time trophies’ is
released on 19 march.

ep launch gig is on
24 march at the cellar
with jumping ships and

deer chicago

the punt
returns!
nightshift ’s multi-venue,one
night stand for new local
acts is back in may. organiser
ronan munro speaks to oms

gunning
for
tamar
tom mckibbin meets
the rising stars of
oxford’s indie scene

FIXERS – EARLY PUNT APPEARANCE
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Erstwhile Zodiac

owner and TCT Music

promoter Nick

Moorbath tells OMS

about his new venture

Evolution Studios – a

brand new, premium

quality recording and

mixing studio for

Oxford – complete with

classic Trident desk.

How did the studio
come together?
I was going to build myself

a small room just for me to

work in. It had to be

soundproofed whatever I

did, and the more I talked

to the builders I realised

that if  I made it twice as

big, it wouldn’t cost twice

as much. I thought it’d be

really nice to make

something a lot bigger.

I was talking to Sam

Williams (producer –

Supergrass, Tricky, Go!

Team) and he knew about

this Trident desk that was

available and we thought

it would be great to get

that restored. It took about

nine months to do the

work and the desk took

four months to restore –

it was really hard work

getting spares for it.

Where did you get the
desk from?
It was at Sawmill Studios

where Stone Roses and

Oasis recorded. It’s got a

real pedigree. People have

a lot of  love for those desks.

Everything analogue went

out of  vogue and it’s back in

now. The Americans bought

all those desks and I could

only find three that were

left in studios in England –

there’s lots in Nashville!

Who have you had in so far?
We opened at the end of

last year. So far, we’ve

had – Jonquil and then

Hugo has come back in

to mix the Chad Valley

album. We’ve had The

Relationships – they did a

couple of  days and they’re

going to come back and

do their album. Dubwiser,

who I used to play with

years ago. Orlando from

Totally Enormous Extinct

Dinosaurs was here with

Yolanda Quartey from

Massive Attack. We’ve

also had Downfall Boy

who Mark Gardener

is producing.

Which producers are
you using?
For production, I’ll be doing

stuff  that I want to do, Mark

Gardener, Sam Williams,

Spider Johnson (Dubwiser).

On the engineering front,

we’ll have Robin Leggett

(The Aliens, Young Knives,

Bellowhead) – he really

helped me set the studio up

with the electronics side.

What’s your favourite bit
of kit you’ve got?
We’ve got these 1950/60s

BBC pre-amps. Somebody

went to Pinewood Studios

and bought all the old kit

there and has done it up –

I got a couple of  those. I’ve

also got an SSL G Series

Compressor – lots of  quite

high end kit.

Where can people go to
refuel between sessions?
We’ve got The Punter

which is on Osney Island

which does really good

lunches and nice ales and

there’s The Fishes – you

can walk across the fields

at the back of  the studio to

North Hinksey.

You’ve been a promoter
with TCT and owned The
Zodiac – how has it been
making the transition to
recording and producing?
Was it an ambition?
I was on the creative side

when I started – I was in

bands and it’s nice to go

back to being creative. I

was in Frank Fish and the

Fins and I played session

keyboards for Ride and in

1997 I did about 130 gigs

with Hurricane #1… and

ran The Zodiac. I come

from an engineering

background – I was The

Jennifers’ live engineer and

when I was at the Zodiac I

was a sound engineer. I’ve

done everything there is to

do in music!

Are you keeping up with
all the bands in Oxford?
Much more so than I have

done for a long time. We’ve

got some really good stuff

coming out of  Oxford –

Foals I really like, Fixers are

great, Jonquil and Chad

Valley are really good. I

like Totally Enormous

Extinct Dinosaurs and

The Scholars as well. 

( Nick Moorbath talking to

Stewart Garden)

find out more about
evolution studios at

www.evolutionstudios.
co.uk

let’s go down
the studio
with evolution studios

CHAD VALLEY/JONATHAN SHAKHOVSKOY
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amgard electronics free
pat tests spring offer
Local ‘amp-tech’ Allan Gardner, at Amgard Electronics,

has been making a name for himself  in the past year.

As well as the usual repairs, servicing and generally

‘making road ready’, Allan has been involved in making

custom mods and restoration of  some fine vintage

equipment. If  you want your Fender Vibrolux to sound

like a Vibroverb and be able to switch between the two

at will, then Allan has the solution.

To keep your amp reliable we all know that you

should keep it clean and treat it with care. It’s not

always that simple – the rigours of  touring mean that

equipment is often subject to treatment that is less than

ideal – and that is where good servicing comes in,

and don’t forget safety (PAT) checking. PAT testing is

sometimes seen as a necessary evil, demanded by

most venues, but it could just save your life in more

ways than one.

During the Spring, Amgard are offering a free PAT

Test when you take your amp in for repair – just

mention OMS when you get in touch.

for info about all the services amgard offer andcontact details, visit www.amgardelectronics.co.uk

Local live event, technical production and equipment

hire company Origin Technical Productions (OTP)

has moved into a new 3000 square ft. warehouse in

Didcot, increasing the range of  equipment it has for its

in-demand event production capabilities, as well as what

is available to hire. It’s good news if  you’re running an

event as you won’t have to source gear from too far

away. Of  the reasons for the move and the extra

capability it has brought, Technical Manager Ben Cox

told OMS, “We had simply run out of  room for

growth.” He continued, “We now have what is probably

the largest hire stock of  LiteDeck staging in

Oxfordshire, along with considerable PA and other

sound gear;  generic, automated and LED stage lighting;

and other tech kit including DiGiCo and Soundcraft

sound consoles and Avolites lighting equipment.”

OTP has invested in new equipment to build on its,

already extensive, dry hire stock. The company can

provide everything for the local gig, wedding or party –

from microphones and stands to mixing desks, right up

to what’s needed for larger festivals, including power

distro. On the staging side, OTP can also provide

various sizes of  stage canopies or larger temporary stage

structures for live music, theatrical or other outdoor

events requiring a covered performance area.

You won’t necessarily have noticed but there’s a good

chance OTP and its crew will have worked on some of

your favourite events – Glastonbury, Cowley Carnival

and Fiesta, Middleton Music Festival, Harvest, outdoor

events at Oxford Castle and a number of  Oxford City

and other street events. (SG)

visit the otp website for full details of equipmenthire and live event production at
www.origintechnicalproductions.co.uk

origin technical
productions goes upscale
with new warehouse
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In this writer’s general

experience, if  you ask

someone what kind of

music they like, the

inevitable response is a

noncommittal – ‘oh, all

sorts really’. Andy

Kershaw, though, means

it. Not only is he an expert

on many genres, but he

virtually invented the

concept of  ‘World

Music™’ (a term he rightly

despises) as well as putting

the Stones, Iggy Pop, the

Who, the Clash et al on

stage. His credentials also

include sharing a studio

with John Peel, compering

Live Aid, presenting

The Old Grey Whistle Test,

racing motorbikes,

roadie-ing for Billy Bragg,

dodging bullets in Rwanda,

drinking with late literary

lions Christopher

Hitchens – in North

Korea, mind, and Hunter

S Thompson in

Washington, championing

African music, country,

folk and the blues and

finally spending some

reflective time in custody.

He’s clearly a man with a

story to tell. After listening

to his Radio 1 show

religiously in the early 90s

this OMS scribe has a

Moment when his once

familiar jocular

Lancastrian burr chimes

down the line. “Is that you

Leo?” Yes, Dr Kershaw (he

was awarded an honorary

Doctorate from Leeds in

2005 where he helped to

lead the live music

revolution in the early 80s

as Entertainments

Secretary – but largely

ignored the Politics BA he

was there for)… congrats

on the book! Where did

you get the idea from?

“Where did I get the idea

for an autobiography?

[Withering silence, OMS

cringing inwardly] Most of

them are about the writer’s

life… I was contracted to

write about it 20 years ago

but I was a naughty boy

and didn’t get my

homework in on time.

If  I had then, there’d

only have been a fraction

of  the adventures and

experiences that there is

in the book now…’

And what adventures.

Lauded by Pete Townsend

as a ‘handbook for those

times’ No Off  Switch is a

riveting read and perhaps

more entertaining than a

public broadcaster’s tale

has any right to be.

Michael Palin notes AK’s

‘ability to do things first

and ask questions

afterwards’ and Stephen

Fry is a gushing font of

luvvieness describing him

as ‘a real someone, an

amazing man’. The book

starts with a Joe Strummer

quote from 2001; ‘without

you we wouldn’t know

nothin’! Rock on!’ and as

you read the book, there is

a sense that he doesn’t

quite believe what’s

happening to him. It

includes almost chance

encounters with Nelson

Mandela and Mike

Tyson and finds him

introducing Johnny Cash

at Glastonbury and

chatting to Bob Dylan

(“monosyllabic, no

social skills at all”). His

appearances – he is to be

at Oxford’s Glee Club on

Thursday the 15th of

March – are being billed

as the ‘Adventures of…’,

not, ‘An Evening with…’ –

and he assures OMS it

will be “very informal,

lots of  interaction, not

some kind of  presentation”

and promises some

“lurid tales”, pictures,

(“expect some tragic

haircuts from the 80’s”)

and some laughs (but no

comedy). Music is a

subjective experience, so

also expect some strident

views on Britpop –“I gave

it as much attention as it

demanded before realising

it was [produced by] a

bunch of  derivative

third-raters”, the rave

scene “gibbering hordes

and their dehumanising

dance music” and –

ahem – ‘streetwise’ hip hop

DJ Tim Westwood; “oh for

f*%ks sake, grow up…!”

In the book, ‘what the

f*%k is this?’ is a constant

refrain from the Boy

Kershaw. He elaborates –

“I still find the world an

amazing place and life an

amazing experience, I’m

still boyishly excited

about it all…! When the

book arrived I placed it

on the kitchen table and

circled it, feeling some

sense of  accomplishment

and thinking, well there’s

life part one, what about

part two?” 

( Andy Kershaw speaking to

Leo Bowder)

andy kershaw appears
at the glee club,

oxford – 15 march

andy
kershaw:
a life less
ordinary
“oh, for f*%k’s sake, grow up...!” –
andy kershaw on tim westwood
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Simple have been hosting nights at the Bullingdon Arms for a
while now, and during 2011 they brought Julio Bashmore and
Claude Von Stroke amongst others to Oxford, though it’s seldom
that they commandeer the whole venue as they have done tonight.
The long line snaking its way outside confirms that even with an
expanded capacity, there will be more than a few people
disappointed to learn that Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs’
(T.E.E.D.) most recent homecoming gig sold out before the night itself.

This scene is bound to be repeated over the coming months
around the country as he’s not only sold out the majority of his
upcoming UK tour (of which this is the first night) but also
signed a deal with Polydor which will see him release a debut LP
sometime this spring.

The justified hype around Oxford’s Orlando Higginbottom isn’t just
about semi-mainstream hits such as ‘Garden’ – which tonight propels
a mass singalong – but also the great homespun live shows he’s
managed to assemble in the few years he’s been gigging. Flanked by
two dancing girls, whose routines look like they were choreographed
in their respective bedroom mirrors, T.E.E.D. takes to the stage wearing

something he looks to have picked up in University Parks – a Native
American-inspired chiefs hat – and, er, a dinosaur costume.

His music is a curious mix of big beat house and melancholy
vocals which he delivers with a confident aplomb – ‘Household
Goods’ and the acid-fused ‘Trouble’ rise and fall at just the right
moments. New single ‘Tapes & Money’ builds on this tested
aesthetic, its colourful groove combining with Higginbottom’s
vocals to make the song something that’s radio-friendly as well as
great on the dance floor.

The party atmosphere of his hour-long set is completed with
confetti cannonballs and the last track, ‘Blood Pressure’, is by far the
most interesting piece in T.E.E.D’s sonic armoury, with mean breaks
stuttering behind massive bass which pushes the surprisingly good
sound system Simple have employed tonight to its maximum potential.
Yet it seems curiously out of place after an hour of T.E.E.D’s carefully
placed vocals and house excursions. Though his songs rarely detour
from efficiency; combining radio pop in their quieter moments up
to searing 4/4 house, it’s, all the same, an outstanding formula
that’s bound to win him accolades in the coming year. (MS)

totally enormous extinct dinosaurs
the bullingdon, oxford

Henry Rollins brought his latest spoken-word tour to the O2
Academy for a brilliant, funny and surprisingly heart-warming
two and a half hour performance that would put many touring
stand-up comedians to shame. Arriving on stage at eight sharp,
he emphasised the appreciation he felt for the audience and the
amount of pressure he felt to perform up to their standards; he did
not disappoint.

Starting with a collection of anecdotes from his DIY Punk
Bible Get in the Van, Rollins charmed the fans with tales of being
a broke Punk musician, touring the United States with Black
Flag, freaking out Dennis Hopper with Blue Velvet recitals, and
upsetting a young Matt Groening among many other stories. Along
the way there were a few obligatory digs at good ol’ George W.
Bush and his memoir Decision Points and American Capitalism,
but the inspiration for the majority of his set came from his
travels in Asia, the Middle East and Africa.

Rollins spoke about his time in India, Tibet, Iran and the
“axis of evil” with affection, respect and cultural awareness.
Many of his experiences were related to his work with the

Discovery Channel and his love of photography which recently
manifested itself in his photography collection Occupants. Some
may have come out to see the “angry” Henry Rollins that many
of us have come to expect, but his warm, relaxed set was a real
revelation, delivered like a true master. Throughout he was
genuine, self-depreciating and humble, not once stopping for a
breather or a refreshment.

Afterwards I asked Henry if the tone of his show meant that
he had mellowed with age. This was his reply: “I don’t know
if mellowed is the right word. I think I am a very angry person.
I don’t know if that will ever change. It seems to get worse as I
get older. The more I see, the more angers me. That being said,
a lot also inspires me. I meet a lot of amazing people in the
world and that makes me see that all is not lost. It also makes me
angry that many of them face such constant hardship when I
don’t. I think to some degree, being stuck on yourself is part of
being young, when you get older, you perhaps see more, and are
aware of other things than yourself. That has been my experience.”
A class act from start to finish – truly unmissable. (TM)

henry rollins
o2 academy, oxford

live

TOTALLY ENORMOUS EXTINCT DINOSAURS
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t.e.e.d. takes to the stage wearing
something he looks to have picked
up in university parks – a native
american-inspired chiefs hat –
and, er, a dinosaur costume
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The head to the Wu-Tang Clan’s Voltron, the GZA, graced Oxford
with his presence at the 02 for a, sadly rather pedestrian,
run-through of some of his classic solo and group work. Any fans
of real hip-hop will know how important a rapper GZA is, and
there’s no doubt that his second album, 1995’s Liquid Swords, is
one of the strongest in the Wu-Tang discography, and indeed in the
entire genre. That being said the GZA is not the greatest showman
– he prefers to let his words do all of the acrobatics, and, as such,
classics like ‘Liquid Swords’, ‘Duel of the Iron Mic’, ‘Living in the
World Today’ and ‘I Gotcha Back’ are shining examples of GZA's
verbal dexterity and technical precision.

And to his credit, the GZA did complete run-throughs of his
most well-known songs, as well as a few verses from Wu-Tang
classics including his solo Wu-Tang cut ‘Clan in da Front’. And,
indeed the biggest response of the night seemed to come from his
recital of dearly departed cousin and fellow Wu-Tang founder Ol’

Dirty Bastard’s ‘Brooklyn Zoo’, a performance that had the entire
crowd rapping along and filling in the GZA’s blanks.

However, the show was let down by GZA spending the majority
of the time in the photo/press pit which meant that most of the
crowd couldn’t see him, leaving his DJ and a preposterous goon
standing on stage doing very little to entertain us. On top of that,
GZA’s performance felt cynical and lackadaisical with the rapper
often lagging behind the beat, making occasional mistakes and
leaving the crowd to fill in the blanks on numerous tracks.
Besides a few comments the man was also pretty quiet between
tracks too, making the whole performance feel rather like a
pay-cheque.

It was great to see such a legend in such a relatively intimate
setting, but if you came for the music, you’d have been better
off staying in to listen to the albums in the comfort of your own
home. (TM)

gza
o2 academy, oxford

It’s a sold out Academy that greets Anthony Gonzalez’s M83 as
they begin their last performance of this UK tour with the dubiously
named ‘Teen Angst’. The band format that Gonzalez has taken to
for M83’s live performances has long proved a successful
platform for many worldwide tours, and it’s no surprise that the
gargantuan sound produced by the band has in the past provided
support for the likes of Kings of Leon and Depeche Mode.

‘Kim & Jessie’ is the first song played from 2008’s
‘Saturdays=Youth’ album, and it’s songs from that same LP that
successively receive the most enthusiastic greeting from the
crowd. Wailing synth lines provide a pop affront to what is, at the
heart of it, a less easily-digestible guitar-driven aesthetic inspired
by the likes of My Bloody Valentine.

The attractive harmonics that Gonzalez and his co-singer
Morgan Kibby employ on ‘Reunion’ are reminiscent of Simon &
Garfunkel, and a sing-along chorus brings the faultlessly-built
pop song to a climax. After this, and just as things are really
getting going, a technical hitch brings the gig to an untimely halt
in-between songs, and for over ten minutes the sound of the

bustling crowd gets progressively louder as time allows for
conversations to go on. It undoubtedly must have seemed like
twice as long for those who were up on stage hurriedly struggling
with equipment, and it’s with relieved vigour that the band whirl
through the anthemic ‘Sitting.’

So many of the songs tonight are arpeggiator-driven that it
would be easy for songs such as ‘Steve McQueen’ to fall into
anonymity if it weren't for the excellent vocals of Gonzalez. The
dynamics of the band are better served on more reserved songs
such as ‘Skin of the Night’, during which the quiet/loud/louder
formula that the band employ so frequently is rested. Instead,
room is provided for Kibby’s ghostly vocals to take prominence
over a juddering synth-pop beat that is instantly reminiscent of
the Cocteau Twins at their best.

The night comes to an enthralling end with ‘Couleurs.’ Like
‘Sitting’ before it, it’s a heady mixture of nostalgic chords,
break-downs and build-ups - exactly the sort that festival-closing
slots were made for. Judging from the excellent performance here, such
things are undoubtedly not too far into the future for M83. (MS)

m83
o2 academy, oxford
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THE HORRORS

Given the way their career exploded calculatedly onto the front
pages of the NME, and the, less than enthusiastic response to
their Cramps-lite first album Strange House, the metamorphosis
The Horrors have undergone since, is nothing short of remarkable.
A while after it was released I witnessed Faris Badwan in
attendance at one of My Bloody Valentine’s reunion shows and
thought it quite odd (he was with, then girlfriend, Peaches Geldof,
who covered her ears for nearly the whole show).

It all made sense when Primary Colours was released. It
coupled walls of guitar noise with subtle synthesizer flourishes,
which have been crossed with some fist-pumping eighties chorus
effects for the latest record, Skying. As a result, the O2 is packed,
and the pre-show hustle and bustle gives way to a reverential
buzz before they take to the stage. On opener ‘Changing the Rain,
the guitars and keyboards melt into each other, creating a
dense bed for the rhythm section to make sense of. It’s a
captivating beginning.

They’re an odd bunch – where once a uniform of all black made
them indistinguishable, each member now has a personality,
it seems. Whilst lead singer Faris is all model poses and pouts,
guitarist Josh Hayward is all over the stage looking like the

reincarnation of Jay Reatard. Meanwhile, Rhys Webb seems to play
his basslines with the movement of his hips, and resembles an
extra from the set of Almost Famous.

Sadly though, after the crushing combo of ‘Mirror’s Image’ and
‘I Can See Through You’ the old sound problems at the Academy
rear their ugly head, and as the band move into a more ambient
side of their catalogue, the subtleties are lost against the low
ceiling and bottleneck-creating bars. Somehow, though, they
pull it around for a revelatory version of the epic Neu-referencing
‘Sea Within A Sea’, and as the arpeggiators ebb into the night
it occurs to me how impressive it is to get a room full of people
dancing to Krautrock.

After that, the encore is nothing more than a footnote
until ‘Moving Further Away’ which touches many of the
same bases as ‘Sea Within A Sea’ but, like most of the
latest record, has a dash of eighties sheen on it, and as a result
sounds more like a lost part of the Terminator soundtrack, which
accidentally hits the proverbial nail on the head. The Horrors
are a band who can adapt their music to whichever era they
so please, and sometimes to great effect – I wonder where they’ll
go next. (JC)

the horrors
o2 academy, oxford

A Saturday night in February saw a stark contrast between the
bitter cold of a displaced snowstorm, and the warmth pouring
from the Fusion Arts Centre’s 3rd Pop Up Night. Now that cliche is out
the way… the Pop Up Nights are a mix of music and art organised
by Aidan Canaday, whose band Cooling Pearls open proceedings
with an engaging set of midnight candlelight folk. The Gullivers
follow, making a welcome return after almost a year off the scene.
The band impress with their hazy, somnambulant, post-rock which

brings to mind The Cure’s more introspective moments or Talk
Talk’s sense of space. Finally, We Aeronauts played a semi-
acoustic set of dextrous folk-pop that almost, almost brought
summer back again. The art’s cool too – there are some spectacular
paintings, prints and lino cuts on display from a talented set of local
artists. But best of all, there’s a really earnest and unpretentious
community vibe from performers and audience that makes this
Pop Up night one of the coolest around. (DP)

we aeronauts
fusion arts centre, oxford
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coloureds elastic ep (foulharmanic)
Whereas last year’s ‘Tom Hanks EP’ was a glitched disco
sampling freak-out, the ‘Elastic EP’ has an overall cleaner
sound, optimised for dancefloor devastation.

Opening track ‘Coder’ kicks us off with a dirty funky
groove – gone are the fluttered vocal samples of old and we
are treated with a solid electro beat that sounds like it was
designed for toying with during live shows.

Title track ‘Elastic’ brings in the heavy beats and disco
loops, reminiscent of Roule and Daft Punk releases of the
past. The bassline is devastating in this one – coupled with
vocal snippets that remind me of KLF and we can see
Coloureds skills of fusing retro dance with modern produc-
tion techniques really shine.

Final track ‘Funk Express’ builds a solid electro club sound,
and at the four minute mark we are treated with a drop to a synth
line that explodes the track… can’t wait to see this one live!

Each track is given a guest remix – ‘Coder’ is stripped
back to its electro roots by Sshh! The Deaf have Aids! who
previously remixed on the Tom Hanks EP. ‘Elastic’ is remixed
by 65dos’ Polinski and almost steals the show – he builds
some clever percussion and retains the filthy beats of the
original before feeding us some epic, rising, melodic sounds.
A complete transform from the original in a very effective
way. BOOM! Thomas Lehman turns ‘Funk Express’ into a
progressive deep remix but loses some of the fun of the
original – could work well in a DJ set though.

Overall, a great sound, well produced and certainly tidier
than previous releases. Hopefully the live shows will retain
Coloureds renowned cut and paste ad-hoc mad house style
which makes them a joy to watch. (AF)

the old grinding young king canoe
(self-release)
Ollie Thomas and Michael Chilcott’s
new band (after the sad end to ute) is
a more intimate, acoustic project. It is
similar in sound to a solo Thom Yorke
project but with more dissonant
acoustic guitar. The name ‘The Old
Grinding Young’ is from a book Ollie
found in a pub with a whole chapter called ‘incongruous pub
names’ – he recommends not searching for it too hard on
Google or you’ll get viruses on your computer! Their first
release ‘King Canoe’ contains dark lyrics about a rotting
boat, waste, seagull shit and wanting to escape, with
wailing backing vocals adding to the effect. A change of
time signature move it to a lighter mood in the second half,
thankfully saving listeners from the depths of despair. It
reminds me of a Peter and the Wolf style animation, with
bassoon, cor anglais and steel drum (played by Helen and
Ness). It’s only short but definitely a good sign of interesting
releases to look forward to. (TW)
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robots with souls droids that bleed
(tache gallery/beard museum)
Aye,Robot! Robots With Souls, the solo
project from Phantom Theory’s and
Toliesel’s Steve Wilson, kicks off with
‘Droids that bleed’… droids that
bleed? Try ears that bleed… and yes,
that’s a compliment. It’s a track that
begs to be blasted full throttle. Who
needs ear drums when you have these drums? Angsty,
raw-cous and delightfully distorted, Wilson creates a
sound so immense and tense that you are guaranteed to
forget this is a one-man-band. That being said, I actually
prefer the second song. ‘Watch Out!’ retains the pulsating
percussion and lo-fi vocal laceration, but it elevates
the concept to unexpected heights of scuzzy, fuzzy
listenability. Totally looking forward to catching Robots With
Souls live. (NR)

more releases over the page

If you’d like us to consider
your release for a review in

OMS please send links to
music@6sensemedia.com

 

 
 

 
 

  
  

 

  

 
 

 
 

  
  

 

  

 
 

 
 

  
  

 

  

 
 

 
 

  
  

 

 

This OMS scribe went into a deep funk when two favourite bands
Spiral 25 and Dial F for Frankenstein spilt up over the last year or
so. Took to the bottle hard. That’s why we were quick to sign up to
cover the phoenix-like rise of Sonic Rising (the Spirals – without
Joe, now Neon Violets) and Kill Murray (Dial F, but also members
of 50ft Panda and Phantom Theory). The Sonics (if I may) take
their name very seriously and are as loud as their amps and the
P.A will allow. Entering to a packed Wheatsheaf, some archive
audio of a young lady describing an LSD trip, and a backdrop of
the art house flick Scorpio Rising (Nazi bikers on acid kinda thing),
the cultural references set the scene for a familiar aural assault.
Very much a six-piece (Russ uses his voice as an extra instrument,
soaring above and through the Wall of Sound and Chris is now
mostly on keys), they have the assurance becoming of such

veterans. An uptight critic may point to a certain lack of melodic
variation with songs like ‘Loose Trigger’ setting up a riff-heavy
drone and taking it as far as possible, and a need for a bit more
space in the compositions, but  for uncompromising Space
Grunge, they are just what Oxford’s been missing. And now with
London members, the Capital is in their (gun) sights.

Oxford’s also been missing Dial F, but Kill Murray have a
new flavour; if anything even more accessible than the
previous incarnation. Gus’s effortlessly soulful voice and
Scott’s frenetic bass are still there and they have another
guitar/keys layer in the mix. The Pixies/Dinosaur Jnr influences
are still present but tracks like ‘Laser’ and ‘Hotel Zoo’
showcase a newly adrenalized pop sensibility. Good to have y’all
back, lads! (LB)

kill murray, sonic rising
the wheatsheaf, oxford
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aurora j young charmer
(self-release)
Despite having established quite a name
for herself, ‘Charmer’ is Banbury-based
singer/songwriter Aurora J Young’s
debut single. Already, she’s acquired a
People’s Choice Award, sponsorship
from Marshall Amps, and a place on
the BBC Introducing Masterclass – who
knows what achievements an actual release will bring!

Undeniably she has a brilliant voice, strong, unwavering,
yet in no way overbearing, though I’d say it’s more in the realm
of Paloma Faith, than Kate Bush or Lana Del Ray, as previous
reviews have suggested. Musically, the sound she’s going for
is big and glossy, a blend of jazz-esque piano, vast guitar
solos and an unobtrusive rhythm section. It’s utterly polished,
but without sounding synthetic.

There’s nothing particularly groundbreaking about the
lyrics, but, as the focus is evidently geared towards her voice,
not what she’s singing about, it’s unlikely to hold her back. (CC)

vienna ditto bells
(silver street singles club)
Vienna Ditto inhabit a curiously
late-90s noirish electro-pop space that
isn’t dissimilar from Felt Mountain-era
Goldfrapp or a round-edged Broadcast.
Hatty Taylor is the band’s siren, and
she’s got a cool voice that sort of glides
smoothly above the atmospheric
production of the tunes. And the production is pretty neat and
tidy too, especially in A-side ‘Bells’ which contrasts spatial
verses with a squelch of a chorus. ‘Snowbound’ is on the flip
and picks up the pace a little, throws in a wubbly bass and,
well, it’s all very… nice. That ends up being Vienna Ditto’s
downfall with this single though – essentially both tunes do
little more than float by looking pretty, and there’s not enough
movement in either tune to leave a lasting impression. (DP)

gunning for tamar time trophies ep
(alcopop! records)
Watch out, because Gunning for
Tamar’s newest release is coming
straight for your wrist. That’s right, GFT
have teamed up with Alcopop! Records
for a wristwatch release of the band’s
new EP (there will be a download code
on each watch) in what has to be the
most unorthodox release from an Oxford band in some time.
But what less would you expect from one of Oxford’s brightest
indie prospects? ‘Time Trophies’ is full of the band’s familiar
jittery energy, but it is so concentrated that the song sweeps
you off your feet and you feel like you’re being carried through
space and time in the DeLorean. ‘Chocolate Hooves’ shares
the same restless rhythm but is mellower (by GFT standards).
Final track ‘Astronaut-Abort’ is one of the most complex
things the band have recorded yet, boasting grand pianos,
shifty time signatures and a cinematic scope. There’s a sense
that the band have tried to cut all the chaff and keep each
section of the songs essential and anthemic, and it works to
their credit. If this doesn’t launch GFT into the next stratum
of British indie acts then I don’t know what will. (TM)

dallas don’t lesson
(demo)
The first thing you notice about Dallas
Don’t as ‘Lesson’ kicks in is vocalist
Niall’s raucous yelp, which sounds like
early Roddy Woomble with a mouthful
of broken glass. The song has a twitchy
bar-fight energy which recalls Mclusky
and makes a killer impact as an
opening track. ‘The Ballad of Phoebe Henderson’ continues
with the bristling guitars and...well...I started feeling a bit
scared on Phoebe’s behalf, cuz the band’s professed
‘celebration’ is is actually pretty menacing. Things get a bit
saggy in the second half of the EP as belligerence gives way
to something a bit more pensive and reserved. Hefner and the
Twilight Sad influences come through a lot more, which
is cool n’all but really it just leaves me pining for the cool
fire-spitting that came before. (DP)

tamara parsons-baker lover ep
(big red sky)
This latest release from Tamara (her
second in less than six months if you
include the Martyrs ‘Hang My Picture’
EP) is another showcase of one of
Oxford’s finest musical talents, with her
distinctive, big voice always a highlight.
The opening track ‘Hang My Picture’ is
a stripped-down, more personal-sounding version of the
Martyrs’ song, and is very quickly followed by ‘Crying Wolf’,
a deep, thoughtful take on the old story of being pined for by
a former lover that you’re trying to get over and know doesn’t
really want you. ‘I Stuck It Out’ is a more powerful track that
is one of Tamara’s live staples, ‘Get Him Out’ is more of the
same, as Tamara once again deals with the issue of a bad
relationship, although the true message is a little vague with
this one. Finally, the EP wraps up with the title track, ‘Lover’,
which is a sweet little song about an angry ex-boyfriend. (KS)

unpunished monsters unpunished
monsters ep (self-release)
Gus (Kill Murray and ex-Dial F) solo
project is a completely different sound
to the grungy pop we’re used to hearing
from him, using synths, programmed
drums, sparse guitars and vocals
drenched in effects. ‘Palace Guards’,
and ‘Moon Dance’, use repetitive beats
and samples, at best sounding reminiscent of Beck, but I
struggle to engage with his vocal which doesn’t suit this style.
‘Neon Lung’, uses cheesy ‘Where you from, I want to see the
sun’-type lyrics and is better but a bit too cluttered. However,
‘Day Dreamer’ is excellent, with chunky bassline and guitars,
and pop sounds a bit like Gorillaz. My EP highlight ‘Negative
Capability’ is extremely commercial – lyrics ‘Bad days and
wicked games, but I’m alright’ with echo effect, fit perfectly.
I could easily imagine a club crowd loving it. It’s a good
release with two great commercial dance tracks. (TW)

scott e cooper homesick
(key 17 records)
Scott E Cooper describes his third self
released album, Homesick as being
about “finding that spark in life to
move forward”, though in truth, it feels
more mournful than life affirming.

The title track starts off with a
pleasant acoustic guitar, soft vocals,
lovely, and then BAM! – out of nowhere, comes a horrible,
buzzing synth, like a wasp that won’t leave you alone.
What possessed him to include that, I have no idea, but it
completely ruins the song.

Later additions of bells, strings, and what may or may not
be a clarinet don’t do much for the music as a whole, and at
best, add awkward depth to music that doesn’t need it.

Underneath, Scott E Cooper is a perfectly nice singer
songwriter; it’s just annoying that he tries to differentiate
himself from the masses with the addition of misplaced parts
and ‘quirky’ instruments, which do set him apart, but for all
the wrong reasons. (CC)

very nice harry tongue in cheek
(self-release)
‘Tongue in Cheek’ begins with an urgent
guitar riff contorting round an angular
bass line – it’s Bloc Party playing Foals,
and it builds into an instrumental
section clearly evocative of Arctic
Monkeys, I think it’s fair to say Very Nice
Harry lay their influences bare.

The lyrical delivery is somewhat urgent as well, and
there’s something about the tone of frontman Sam’s voice
that means when he “woooah’s” it sounds like he’s forgotten
the words.

Second track ‘Under The Weather’ is slightly better
conceived musically, although this time around the
“woooah”s are replaced by “yoooou”s and sound no less out
of place. The instrumental breakdown holds the song up, but
goes on slightly too long, meaning the abrupt ending is a bit
of an anticlimax. Though ‘Tongue in Cheek’ is noticeably
stronger than the bulk of their earlier material, VNH are still
some way away from establishing their own sound. (CC)

Selected releases available at
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Sharon Van Etten – Tramp: Tramp is the
third release from well-travelled Brooklynite
Sharon Van Etten and the follow up to
2010’s understated and overlooked Epic.
Van Etten is astonishingly well connected
it seems, and this release sees her
collaborate with members of The National

(on production duties), The Walkmen and Beirut’s Zach Condon.
Condon features on the uplifting, yet wry, ‘We Are Fine’, which
acts as a deep, calming breath after the sheer intensity of the
record’s opening half.

‘Give Out’, meanwhile, provides an early highlight and is
completely heart-breaking. In a sparse arrangement, Van Etten’s
voice guides us through the opening exchanges of meeting
someone new, and already she knows how it will end; “you’re
the reason why I’ll move to the city/or while I’ll need to
leave”. However there is more to this than self-pity and the
jangling ferocity of lead single ‘Serpents’ finds Sharon on
feistier form.

Tramp is a record that is emotionally involving from start to
finish but, thankfully, Van Etten never sounds as though she is
trying to tug on the heart strings so effortless is the songwriting.
It could be that due to her musical charm and the profile of her
collaborators that she could be a whole lot bigger in 6 months or
so, and, if so, an upturn in fortunes and further success would be
richly deserved.

The Twilight Sad – No One Can Ever Know:
Another third release is from Scots The
Twilight Sad, who were in town as recently as
November last year. No One Can Ever Know
finds them collaborating with legendary
producer Andy Weatherall and dealing in
more electronic, but familiarly dark, terrain.

Gone are the folky elements and walls of guitars that made
debut Fourteen Autumns and Fifteen Winters such a powerful
debut. These are replaced by grinding electronics and a sound
that, at times, borders on industrial. However, James Graham’s
stark and, at times, grisly lyrics and instantly recognisable accent
remain to the fore.

Album taster ‘Sick’ has echoes of Hail To the Thief-era
Radiohead in its creepy synths and Graham’s more restrained
performance, while there are hints of The Cure in ‘Not Sleeping’
as the band recapture their trademark urgency.

It is positive to see a band evolving and challenging
themselves, but hardcore fans may question whether the new
textures and sonic landscapes could ever have the same visceral
impact. But, while Graham still has a fire in his belly there is
little chance of the intensity that makes them such a vital listen
dissipating any time soon.

Foxes! – Foxes!: It’s been about five years
since husband and wife Adam and Kayla
Bell upped sticks and left Oxford for
Brighton, taking their band Foxes! with
them. They’ve finally gotten around to
releasing their self-titled debut album
through their own label, Big Salad Records,

and it’s a completely unexpected triumph.
When they left Oxford, Foxes! were a rag-tag indie pop band

that didn’t quite make sense. Now, they return with an album of
finely-tuned indie-pop gems. Through its 37 minutes it takes in
a number of genres – from the obvious indie pop (‘Descartes’),
through Ska (‘Oh, Rosie’) to the downright weird in ‘Alex Badamchi’
which references our very own Borderville. Another Oxford reference
occurs in album highlight ‘Who Killed Rob?’, which tells the tale
of a bike crash involving Stornoway drummer Rob Steadman.

Whilst it touches on artists as diverse as The Young Knives,
Madness, Broadcast and Jeff Lewis, Foxes! have created a sound
all of their own. Too often indie-pop music can be irritating as it
seems to be as much about image as musicianship, or in some
cases solely about image. Foxes! have bypassed this entirely by
creating a well-written and exceptionally well-produced album.
They can sleep soundly knowing that in a parallel universe somewhere,
‘The Panda Bear Song’ is a million-selling number one hit.

Youth Lagoon – The Year of Hibernation:
Every so often an album can creep into the
musical consciousness completely under the
radar. The Antlers did it with Hospice, Real
Estate did it with their self-titled debut, and
now it’s the turn of Youth Lagoon. In the last
few weeks both friends and colleagues have

been buzzing about the debut record of 22 year old Trevor Powers,
which was released at the end of last year in the USA.

‘July’ and ‘Montana’ both exude the air of a broken-hearted bar
piano player singing to himself after hours, until they build into a storm
of guitars, handclaps and driving bass after the two minute mark.
It’s strange to think that an album this complex and captivating
could have existed in the mind of one man, but Powers is clearly
an exceptional songwriter with a gift for a unique arrangement –
the songs go from sparse to dense in a matter of seconds.

It’s a sprawling, remarkable work that doesn’t sound that out
of place alongside the current crop of Chillwave artists whilst
retaining a definite shoegaze influence too. Powers’ voice is
reminiscent of On Fire era Dean Wareham, with whom he also
shares a knack for some scintillatingly catchy melodies.
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keep up to date with ple club nights at

facebook.com/progressivelylesselephant



Doors 7pm unless stated

Sat 4th Feb • £4 NHS / £5 NUS adv
10.30pm - 3am• over 18s only

Tues 7th Feb • £6 adv

Thurs 9th Feb • £10 adv

Sat 11th Feb • £10 adv
6.30pm

Sun 12th Feb • £20 adv

Sun 12th Feb • £12.50 adv

Mon 13th Feb • £13 adv

Weds 15th Feb  
6pm

Thurs 16th Feb • £12 adv

Sat 18th Feb • £7 adv
6.30pm

Sun 19th Feb • £6.50 adv

Sat 25th Feb  

Sat 25th Feb • £5 adv

Sun 26th Feb • £13.50 adv

Mon 27th Feb • £8 adv

Tues 28th Feb • £15 adv

Weds 29th Feb • £13 adv
6.30pm

Thurs 1st Mar • £15 adv

Fri 2nd Mar • £18 adv

Fri 2nd Mar • £10 adv
6.30pm

Thurs 8th Mar  

Fri 9th Mar • £10 adv
6.30pm

Mon 12th Mar • £23 adv

Weds 14th Mar • £20 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Thurs 15th Mar • £10 adv
6pm

Sat 17th Mar • £19.50 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Tues 20th Mar • £17.50 adv

Thurs 22nd Mar • £16 adv

Fri 23rd Mar • £10 adv
7pm - 10pm

Fri 23rd Mar • £10 adv
11pm - 4am • over 18s only

Fri 30th Mar • £15 adv
10.30pm • over 18s only

Sat 31st Mar • £7 adv
6.30pm

Sat 7th April • £5 adv
6pm

Fri 13th April • £17 adv

Sat 14th April • £9 adv
6.30pm

Tues 17th April • £9 adv

Fri 20th April • £10 adv
6pm - 10pm • seated show

Fri 20th April • £14 adv
6.30pm

Tues 24th Apr • £8.50 adv

Fri 27th Apr • £14 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Sun 29th Apr • £10 adv

Tues 1st May • £13.50 adv

Fri 4th May • £10 adv
6.30pm

Sun 6th May • £15 adv

Sat 12th May • £12 adv

Thurs 17th May • £7.50 adv

Fri 18th May • £7 adv
6.30pm

Fri 1st June • £7 adv
6.30pm

Sat 2nd June • £20 adv
6.30pm

Available on app store and android market place


